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Figure S1
(a) Photograph of a LTO (Li 4 Ti 5 O 12 ) crystal specimen just after the Na evaporation.
A square-shaped small thin specimen is located at the center of an Al stand within a dark stain caused by deposited Na metal. (b) Photograph of the same specimen after being kept in a high-vacuum condition (5×10 -5 Pa) for 28h. The color of the square-shaped specimen turned black, indicating that the reduction reaction of Ti 4+ proceeded, which means the Na-insertion reaction occurred in the LTO specimen. 
Figure S3
Investigation of Na-ion behavior at LTO-electrode/electrolyte interfaces and inside pristine and Na-inserted LTO electrodes by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). In order to obtain Na-ion diffusion coefficients in electrode particles, we plotted typical Z (Re) -ω -1/2 relation in each cell in (c). The slope of linear plots provides the magnitude of Warburg factor σ, 23 which has typical relation with the Na-ion diffusion coefficient D as follows. 23 
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The diffusion coefficients for the Na-inserted cells were evaluated as D (Cell 1) = 10.3 D (As-ass.) and D (Cell 2) = 7.9 D (As-ass.). It is apparent that Na-ion diffusion is much faster in the Na-inserted electrodes than that in the surface regions of pristine LTO-crystal particles, due to the presence of Na-LTO phases with large lattice expansion. On the other hand, the coefficients of both the Na-inserted cells were not so different from each other, suggesting that the properties of Na-LTO phases are not so affected by the Na-insertion rate. Of course, the microstructures in Na-inserted LTO particles may possibly depend on the Na-insertion rate in spite of similar EIS results, which should be investigated in the future.
